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Name:  _________________________
SIGN IMMEDIATELY; PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ECE RTOS Exam No. 2 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade
General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you solve the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 60 minutes or the 
end of the exam time slot, whatever comes first, then the submission on Canvas will close. In that case, email this test to the instructor and accept a 2 
point late submission penalty for each additional hour started. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

EMAIL? ___ ⌈additional hours⌉: ___

Question 1-2 (20pts.) – FreeRTOS API
Complete each of the provided fragments of code that utilizes FreeRTOS based on the requested functionality 
for each fragment of code.  Make your code as efficient as possible for other tasks that might be running on the 
same system - when blocked sleep if you can. Assume that RTOS time tick is 5ms.

Consider the following variables,
SemaphoreHandle_t  S  // our semaphore

portBASE_TYPE R; // result of the operation

portBASE_TYPE B; // Boolean pxHigherPriorityTaskWoken

1. Create a binary semaphore:

____________________ ( ________________________________________ );

FreeRTOS API function           one or more arguments as needed

2. Give the semaphore S from an interrupt. 

____________________ ( ________________________________________ );

FreeRTOS API function           one or more arguments as needed

3. Wait for up to 100ms for the semaphore S inside of a task.

_______ ( _______ != ____________________ ( ____________________ ) ) ;

while/if    value/variable   FreeRTOS API function           one or more arguments as needed

4. Sleep for 50ms using other functionality than osDelay(…).

____________________ ( ________________________________________ );

FreeRTOS API function           one or more arguments as needed
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Question 3 (10pts.) – FreeRTOS project environment
When working on your FreeRTOS based homework assignments your folder structure may have looked like one 

below.   Identify the following files and folders by typing their names in the indicated spaces.  In case of file 

names do include file name extensions.  In case of the directories be specific.  Naming a parent directory will not

receive a credit because, otherwise, you could simply answer “review2_2020” and be done with a question.

(1) The directory name with the FreeRTOS common source code 

– ___________________

(2) The directory name with the FreeRTOS STM32-specific source 

code 

– ___________________

(3) The directory name with the FreeRTOS header files 

– ___________________

(4) The header file with the FreeRTOS configuration

– ___________________

(5) The file with the main function 

– ___________________

(6) The file with the user tasks 

– ___________________

(7) The file with the UART interrupt handler 

– ___________________

(8) The file with extern variable definitions 

– ___________________

(9) The file with the CubeMX project definition

– ___________________

(10) The directory where temporary and compiled files are placed

– ___________________
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Question 4 (10pts.)
Consider the questions below as related to the version of FreeRTOS that we used in the examples discussed in 
our lectures, and not to the most current version as defined by the API posted in the online documentation.

Does FreeRTOS support a feature called mutex priority inheritance ? NO  /  YES

Does FreeRTOS support a feature called semaphore priority inheritance ? NO  /  YES

Can several tasks be in “Blocked” state on a single core processor at the same time? NO  /  YES

Can several tasks be in “Running” state on a single core processor at the same time? NO  /  YES

Does FreeRTOS support waiting for a specified period of time inside an interrupt? NO  /  YES

Question 5-6-7 (25pts.)
Consider 

 A preemptive RTOS operating system with priorities (similar to FreeRTOS that we studied).
 User tasks: T1 of higher priority, T2, and T3 of medium priority and T4 and T5  of lower priority.
 Assume that none of the serviced interrupts change state of any queues or semaphores.
 Assume that none of the tasks yields or sleeps. (I.e. no osDelay(), vTaskDelay() etc.)
 Assume that for the period of time asked each question no other RTOS functions are called that result in 

a change of status for any of the tasks and that each of the questions is separate from the others.

Which tasks will run in the round robin?  Circle all tasks that are parts of the answer in each case.

1. None of the tasks is blocked at this time: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

2. Task T4 attempts to read from an empty queue with time to block set to “infinity”: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

3. Task T4 attempts to read from a non-empty queue with time to block set to “infinity”: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

4. Task T4 attempts to read from an empty queue with time to block set to “zero”: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

5. Both tasks T1 and T2 attempts to read from empty queues with “infinity” time to block: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

6. We know that task T3 runs. Which other task or tasks might run with it in round-robin: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

7. We know that task T4 runs. Which other task or tasks might run with it in round-robin: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

8. We know that task T5 runs. Which other task or tasks might run with it in round-robin: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

9. Is it possible for tasks T1 and T2 to run in round robin at the same time? no / yes

10. Is it possible for tasks T3 and T4 to run in round robin at the same time? no / yes
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Question 7-8 (15p)

Consider 
 A cooperative RTOS operating system with priorities (similar to FreeRTOS that we studied).
 User tasks: T1 of higher priority, T2, and T3 of medium priority and T4 and T5  of lower priority.
 Assume that none of the tasks yields or sleeps. (I.e. no osDelay(), vTaskDelay() etc.) 
 Assume that none of the serviced interrupts change state of any queues or semaphores.
 Assume that for the period of time asked each question no other RTOS functions are called that result in 

a change of status for any of the tasks and that each of the questions is separate from the others.

Which tasks will run in the round robin?  Circle all tasks that are parts of the answer in each case.

1. Task T2 attempts to read from an empty queue with time to block set to “infinity”: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

2. Task T2 attempts to read from a non-empty queue with time to block set to “infinity”: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

3. Task T2 attempts to read from an empty queue with time to block set to “zero”: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

4. We know that task T3 runs. Which other task or tasks might run with it in round-robin: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

5. We know that task T4 runs. Which other task or tasks might run with it in round-robin: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Question 9-10 (20p)

Understanding principles of serial port UART “device driver” for FreeRTOS:  Explain briefly the 
mechanism that ensures that when two character array strings are sent to UART from two different 
tasks they can be transmitted without mixing up the contents their.  What FreeRTOS features are used 
to ensure that?  Is sending and receiving character string at this level handled together or as two 
separate operations? Why so?

Write a short essey answer here… 

End of the exam.  Please double check your answers.
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